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http://www.getty.edu/research/exhibitions_events/exhibitions/cave_
temples_dunhuang/index.html

From the exhibition of the Mogao Caves and the 
website of the exhibition, Cave Temples of 

Dunhuang*, let’s start the exploration of information 
related to the Silk Road though the Getty Thesaurus 

of Geographic Names (TGN). 
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© 2016 J. Paul Getty Trust, author: Gregg Garcia. For educational purposes only. Do not distribute.

Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) and other Getty vocabularies
are available in multiple formats

-- Let’s see how to use them through three examples
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Example 1

Learn through TGN Website
“Mogao Caves” => 

“Related geographic places” 
located on ….  “Silk Road”  
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TGN gives us … 
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Learn from these entities 
through TGN, one by one
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Learn from these 
entities through 

TGN, one by one,
&, 

If you want to 
download the 

dataset 
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Download  the dataset
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http://vocab.getty.edu/tgn/7029798

Download  the dataset
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Example 2.
Following these geographic 
places located on the Silk Road, 
using the geo- coordinators TGN 
provided, we get them on the 
map (through TGN’s API). 
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Example 2.
Following these geographic 
places located on the Silk Road, 
using the geo- coordinators TGN 
provided, we get them on the 
map (through TGN’s API). 
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APIs
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Example 2.
Following these geographic 
places located on the Silk Road, 
using the geo- coordinators TGN 
provided, we get them on the 
map (through TGN’s API). 
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… find places in a boundary
(through the “near/adjacent to” relationship 

provided by TGN) 
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… launch the search for 
museums’ collections through a 

place on the map. 
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Europeana:

The Cleveland 
Museum of Art:

“Palmyra”

MET:
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116 images
“Dunhuang”

MET:

MET:

Europeana:
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… or connect with Wikepedia, Europeana, or  Google Arts & 
Culture (which features content from over 1200 leading museums and archives)
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Procedures

(1) Obtain the "Silk Road" ID from TGN;

(2) Using the ID to request through Getty Vocabularies Web 
Services APIs to get data of locations related to the "Silk Road”; 
obtain the datasets in XML format;

(3) Extract preferred name, non-prefer name, type of place, and 
Coordinates from XML file; store data in the PostgreSQL spatial 
database;

(4) Present data on and interact with the defined geographical 
area on the map using Google Map API.
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ancient sites aat:300387007
rock-cut architecture aat:300008031
World Heritage Sites aat:300263063
historic sites aat:300000833
caves aat:300008746

Example 3 
Find certain place types around the Silk Road

through a LOD Sparql Query platform 
http://vocab.getty.edu/

I would like to get something like 
”caves on or around the Silkroad", 
or, 
"UNESCO Heritage sites on or 
around the Silkroad".

All these place types are 
defined in the Getty Art 

and Architecture 
Thesaurus (AAT) 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/
Go to:

Choose “Queries”

1
2

3

4
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select distinct * {
?place skos:inScheme tgn: ;

gvp:placeType|(gvp:placeType/gvp:broaderGenericExtended) 
[rdfs:label "caves"@en];

foaf:focus [ontogeo:within(24.75083 28.95778 43.80722 
108.92861)];

gvp:prefLabelGVP [xl:literalForm ?name];
gvp:parentString ?parents}

Query a specific place type (e.g., 
caves) in a geographic boundary 

Replace the place type you choose, 
put your geo coordinators

5
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Query a specific place type (e.g., caves) in a 
geographic boundary 
Got the results & downloadable datasets:
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Caves 
within(24.75
083 28.95778 
43.80722 
108.92861)
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Query a specific place type (e.g., World 
Heritage Sites) in a geographic boundary .
Got the results & downloadable datasets:

World Heritage Sites 
within (24.75083 
28.95778 43.80722 
108.92861)
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Summary

1. Learn through TGN Website
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/
(Anyone can do!)

2. Following these geographic places located on the Silk 
Road, using the geo- coordinators TGN provided, get 
them on the map (through TGN’s API). 
(Need someone who can play with API and write a little bit Java.) 
– The APIs are available to any institution having a login, which may be obtained by writing to 

vocab@getty.edu. See details in the Web Services User's Instructions (PDF).

3. Find certain place types around the Silk Road
through a LOD Sparql Query platform 
http://vocab.getty.edu/
(Anyone can use the template to query; follow our simple demos; knowledge of 
SPARQL queries will be ideal.)
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